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Wisconsin Coalition of Virtual School Families Applauds 
Gov. Walker’s Accountability Approach 

Scott Walker Says “I trust parents” 
 

[Madison]Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker’s State of the State speech was warmly received by education advocates. 

“We were thrilled to hear that the governor opposes efforts to further empower the Department of Public Instruction,” said 

Wisconsin Coalition of Virtual School Families’ President Peder Berg. “True accountability in education should always 

be in the hands of mom and dad, not the nanny state.” 

As some lawmakers began to promote accountability bills that would give state bureaucrats new, unprecedented power to 

meddle in the operations of public and private schools in the state, Governor Walker outlined a vision where the state 

would provide the public data on academic performance and keep the power where it belongs—in the hands of parents. 

“Tonight, I call on the members of the state Legislature to pass legislation ensuring objective information is 

available for each and every school receiving public funds in this state.  Provide the information and allow parents 
to make the choice. 
 
“No need for bureaucrats or politicians to make that choice—I trust parents.  Give them access to objective 
information and they will make the choice that is best for their children," said Walker. 

Along with empowering parents instead of growing state government, Berg’s coalition favors an accountability bill that 

realizes individual student year-to-year growth as the best measure of how well a school is serving the needs of 

Wisconsin’s families. Berg says the next week could see a lot of movement on the issue of educational accountability. 

“Governor Walker has laid down the marker that he trusts parents and doesn’t want to grow government,” said Berg. “We 

hope legislators can agree and will scuttle plans to give DPI more control or empower new appointed boards that interfere 

with parents’ rights to choose the best educational options available for their children. These kids do not belong to the 

school system, they belong to their parents.” 

Founded in 2005, the WCVSF is a non-profit coalition of parents, teachers, students and alumni of Wisconsin's online 

public charter schools. 
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